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ABSTRACT: 
Past interglacials are periods of the earth’s history when climate was warmer than the pre-industrial, and 
are often considered as process-analogs for a future warmer climate. During the Last Interglacial (LIG, ~128-
116 ka), polar temperatures were few degrees higher than pre-industrial, ice sheets were smaller and sea 
level was higher than today. Studies also suggest that waves in the North Atlantic might have been more 
intense in the LIG than today. Understanding sea level changes and extreme wave intensity during the LIG is 
key to assess the future of the world’s ice sheets and coastlines under warmer climatic conditions. For this 
reason, the LIG is the most studied among past interglacials, but recent research highlighted that the LIG is 
far from a ‘solved problem’, especially for which concerns sea level and coastal dynamics. There are in fact 
three relevant research gaps. First, widely accepted estimates suggest that LIG global mean sea level was 5-
10 m higher than today, but recent studies proved that previously unrecognized processes concur to make 
current LIG sea level estimates very uncertain. Second, it is unclear if LIG sea level was characterized by 
rapid oscillations that caused sea level to rise abruptly at rates higher than at present (up to 10 mm per 
year in the LIG, compare with 3 mm per year today). A third research gap is related to the highly 
controversial notion that the LIG was characterized by ‘superstorms’, producing waves more intense than 
those observed today. In this project, we want to employ a multidisciplinary combination of methods to 
study Last Interglacial peak sea level, sea level variations and extreme waves. WARMCOASTS will develop 
both new datasets and merge methods from geology, earth modeling, surface processes modeling and 
hydrodynamic modeling to advance the current state-of-the-art. The results of this project will be 
functional to better understand coastal processes under slightly warmer climate conditions. 
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